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Which kind of law would you propose to the
European Parliament members?
Write it here below. Your partners are invited to comment on it.
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A ban on plastics
It is time to change our way of life. Plastic not only destroys
the environment but also the quality of our life. We want
realistic solutions with laws prohibiting the use of plastic
used for packaging and single-use plastic items

LAURA E MARTINA
We'd propose this law about security: every country must
have more policemen assistance in the crowded areas to
avoid dangers. 
 In  these areas there should be a shelter and an emergency
exit.

I think this happens either way, whether it's proposed by the
E.U or not, countries do that for obvious safety reasons.

― ANONYMOUS

As long as you can double or even triple the police force ,the
evil events by terrorists will always be there ― ANONYMOUS

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

very fantastic! ― ANONYMOUS

this law is very correct! ― ANONYMOUS

Tania and Asia
  
Our proposals for the European Parliament are compulsory
Erasmus trips for 18-year-old students, with European funds
for innovative activities. We would also improve the welfare
increasing pensions and decreasing the number of working
hours for all workers. 

very wow! ― ANONYMOUS

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

Renewable sources of energy
If I were a junior member of the European Parlament,

I would propose a law about renewable sources of energy.I
have done some research and I found out the already
existing Europe 2020 plan.I would like to expand it,by
requiring the European Regional Development Fund to
expand its funding,at least as a pilot program.This way I
hope we will be closer to a carbon-free Europe

I wish you were a MEP! ― PEGGY STEFANIDOU

MATTIA LORENZO FRANCESCO ELENA
we would propose a law about copyright on the internet. In
our opinion everyone who uses images or video or any other
material protected by copyright should be individually
punished.

This law would be devastating for online creators such as
youtubers. It has already been proposed and people are

extremely dissatis�ed, as expected. Many people based on the
internet for income would lose revenue and there would be no

forms of entertainment, since most of them are image-
orientated. Fotini ― ANONYMOUS

Great, guys! I love "watching" pupils exchanging opinions!
― AVGI TRIANTAFILLIDOY

I recommend you rephase your preposal as ' everyone who
uses images or video or any other material protected by

copyright should be individually punished if they dont
attribute the original copyright holder and respect their

wishes(license etc) ' ― DIMITRIS MANOS

I believe this law is a little stricter than it should be
― DIMITRIS MANOS

I agree with you ― ANONYMOUS

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

:) ― ANONYMOUS

Ornella e Giada
our proposal for immigration is: 
when the refugees have to disembark on the Italian coasts
they must be welcomed in structures that are hygienic, that
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can accomodate a large number of people and that are
suitable for every type of activity. But before they are
brought into these buildings you have to check each one of
them to make sure they respect the laws and that they
 respect each other.

I wholeheartedly agree ― ANONYMOUS

Great thoughts dear! ― AVGI TRIANTAFILLIDOY

Good idea ― ANONYMOUS

wow! ― ANONYMOUS

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

ANNA E ALESSIA
 All EU states must be available to accomodate a certain
number of immigrants. Not just women and children but
also men. We need to increase the number of reception
centers for immigrants and offer them  adequate jobs and
family must not be separated 

I totally agree with you! It is essential that immigrants live
well for the sake of all citizens of the union.

― AVGI TRIANTAFILLIDOY

great idea! ― ANONYMOUS

it's a fantastic idea! ― ANONYMOUS

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

wow ― ANONYMOUS

Giovanni Cardetta e Corrado Palumbo
if we were members of the European Parliament, to decide
the well-being of our European citizens we would like to
increase security in airports with more sophisticated
control systems and more armed and well-trained
policemen who could use new and ef�cent security
techniques. We would establish free courses of self-defense
techniques for civilians so that civilians can defend
themselves against attackers and allow civilians to defend
themselves even with �rearms, if necessary

It looks like a good idea, though I'm not sure how sustainable
it is. ― ANONYMOUS

― AVGI TRIANTAFILLIDOY

this law is correct! ― ANONYMOUS

I love this idea. It might be expensive but it is worth it
― DIMITRIS MANOS

Maria Giovanna e Giovanni
We propose this law: everyone has to look after immigrants,
and everyone mustn't discriminate them, because we are all
equal, with some rights and duties. 
We also have to help them giving them education, a home, a
hot meal, and happiness.

Εmpathy and solidarity! Well done! ― PEGGY STEFANIDOU

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

Francesco, Viviana, Roberto e Vito
We propose this law: the law consists in having for each
state member 30% of the surface formed by parks and
natural areas so has to make the environment healthier.

I propose you lower the requirement to 15%
― DIMITRIS MANOS

So every member can follow it ― DIMITRIS MANOS

good idea ― ANONYMOUS

I like this idea but don't you think, the percentage is a little
strict? ― DIMITRIS MANOS

Marco De Vincenzo e Antonio Minervini
 
This is our proposal of law: 
Every EU country has to host a number of immigrants in
proportion to the surface of the country itself and these 
countries has to take care and give them 
the necessary services.

goood idea ― ANONYMOUS

That seems like a great idea! ― DIMITRIS MANOS
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